The PRO BLADE™ Target Arrow Rest has been
designed with the help of some of the top tournament compound shooters in the world. This rest
has been built to meet their exacting standards
for accuracy, durability, and ease of adjustment.
Each PRO BLADE™ has been CNC machined to
very high tolerances. We believe this is the finest
blade-style rest ever produced.
Mount the PRO BLADE™ to the side of your bow
with the enclosed 5/16-24x3/4” mounting bolt.
Make sure the rest is at right angles (90-degrees)
to your bowstring or riser. Now move your center
shot to align your arrow with the center of your
bow. This can be done by loosening the horizontal micro-adjustment thumb screw to move the
block left or right. There are three screw holes that
the horizontal socket-head screw can be placed
into to allow for more adjustment if necessary.
There are two ways to move the launcher blade.
You can use the vertical micro-adjustment thumb
screw. Simply loosen the vertical socket-head
screw (located on the side of the mount) and turn
the vertical micro-adjustment thumb screw. To
rotate the launcher arm, loosen the locking set
screw (located under the horizontal adjustment
block) and the locking socket-head screw (located
on the side of the horizontal adjustment block).
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Make sure to tighten the locking set screw and
locking socket-head screw after adjustment.
The PRO BLADE™ has an unique raised hex
on the launcher arm that matches up with the
launcher blades. This allows you to change blades
at any time without losing your center shot adjustment. Simply remove the launcher arm socket-head screw and stepped washer and replace
the launcher blade making sure that the hex hole
is seated correctly before tightening the launcher
arm socket-head screw.
PRO BLADE™ launchers are available in three
configurations; Standard, Wide, and Freak Blade
widths. The Standard blade is for carbon arrows
and smaller aluminum shafts. The Wide blade is
for the larger aluminum and carbon shafts. The
Freak Blade is a narrow blade designed for micro-diameter arrows. All three blades are available
in .008”, .010”, and .012” thickness and two different lengths; Short 1.625” and Original 1.85” for a
wide range of tuning possibilities.

